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I. COAMPS Model Description
The Coupled Atmosphere/Ocean Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS) model (Hodur, 
1997) was developed at the Naval Research Laboratory. COAMPS has been used at 
resolutions as small as 2 km to study the role of complex topography in generating 
mesoscale circulation (Doyle, 1997). The model has been adapted for use in the 
Atmospheric Science Division at LLNL for both research and operational use. The model 
is a fully, non-hydrostatic model with several options for turbulence parameterization, 
cloud processes and radiative transfer. We have recently modified the COAMPS code to 
include building and other urban surfaces effects in the mesoscale model by incorporating 
an urban canopy parameterization (UCP) (Chin et al., 2005). This UCP is a modification of 
the original parameterization of (Brown and Williams, 1998), based on Yamada’s (1982) 
forest canopy parameterization and includes modification of the TKE and mean momentum 
equations, modification of radiative transfer, and an anthropogenic heat source. COAMPS 
is parallelized for both shared memory (OpenMP) and distributed memory (MPI) 
architecture. 
II. Urban Canopy Parameterization description
The building effect is parameterized in the horizontal direction in this Urban Canopy 
Parameterization. In the vertical, we use very high grid resolution to calculate the rooftop 
effects within each urban canopy. The UCP used is based on Brown and Williams (1998, 
hereafter BW), which was extended from Yamada's (1982) forest canopy scheme. In this 
study, additional modifications to the original BW scheme are made to accommodate the 
model physics in COAMPS and to represent the urban canopy effects in a more 
consistent way. These modifications include the additions of building drag term in the 
vertical momentum equation and rooftop surface energy equation, changes in the effects 
of anthropogenic heat and rooftop in the heat equation, and drag terms in the momentum 
equations.
The main differences of the urban canopy to the forest canopy are marked in two 
aspects: 1) the addition of anthropogenic heat source, and 2) further division of the urban 
canopy into the roof region and the between-building (or so-called street canyon) area
(Figure 1) 
(
Figure 1. Two-dimensional view of the urban grid configuration in the horizontal and 
vertical directions. The urban canopy fraction (furb) is further divided into roof fraction 
(froof) and between-building (or so-called street canyon) fraction (fcnyn). The area fraction 
in the rural region is defined as 1 – furb. The actual application is in three dimensions. 
As in the forest canopy, the urban canopy acts as a friction source in the momentum 
equations: 
where froof is the horizontal fraction of model grid covered by the building regions of the 
urban canopy, cd is the drag coefficient of the urban canopy, and a(z) is the building 
surface area density profile of the urban canopy. The default a(z) profile is linear as 
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. The building surface area density profile of the urban canopy in this study is 
assumed to be linearly decreased from the surface to the top of the highest building (i.e., 
the height of the urban canopy, hc). 
The urban canopy is treated as a source of turbulence production to account for 
generation in the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) equation,
Using froof in the TKE and momentum equations rather than furb as in the BW scheme
creates more dependence of urban drag on the building area fraction rather than on the 
street canyon fraction. 
The impacts of the urban canopy on the potential temperature equation is expressed by
where RN and RNc are the net downward radiative longwave plus shortwave (LW + SW) 
fluxes in the rural and street canyon regions of the urban canopy, respectively, π is 
nondimensional pressure, ρ is air density, cp is specific heat of dry air at constant 
pressure, B is Bowen ratio of the urban canopy, Croof is heat capacity of the roof, and b(zk) 
is the normalized function of roof surface area density function, defined as [a(zk) × dzk/Σk
a(zk) × dzk], where dzk is the vertical grid depth within the urban canopy. The normalized 
function, b(z) is used to prevent the UCP from over predicting the rooftop effects of 
nighttime warming and daytime cooling, respectively.
Equation (5) contains four terms describing the physics processes: 1) the radiative 
heating/cooling term in the rural region, 2) the anthropogenic heating term in the urban 
region, 3) the radiative heating/cooling term in the street canyon region, and 4) the 
rooftop heating/cooling term in the urban region with buildings. 
The net radiative flux within the street canyon region is defined as
where Rnet h is the net downward total radiative flux at the top of the urban canopy, k a 
user-specified extinction coefficient, and L(z) the cumulative index of building surface 
area determined by
where hc is the height of the urban canopy top. 
The heat flux change of the rooftop surface at each level of model grids within the urban 
canopy is calculated by 
where R SW and R LW are the downward SW and LW radiative fluxes at the rooftop 
surface, α is roof albedo, e is roof emissivity, cd_roof is drag coefficient of roof surface, 
and |V| and T are ambient wind velocity and temperature. Here Troof is determined by the 
rooftop surface energy equation, ( Troof/ t) = (Δqroof/Croof).
Equation (8) is simplified in BW’s scheme by assuming that the rooftop is infinitely 
thin and that all radiation absorbed by the roof is immediately reemitted as LW radiation 
at the air temperature; that is, the roof has no heat storage capacity. The addition of the 
rooftop surface energy equation enables the modified UCP to exhibit a more reasonable 
diurnal cycle of the heat island effect (Chin et al. 2000), which produces the nighttime 
warming with the maximum near-sunrise and daytime cooling as observed in many field 
experiments (Garstang et al 1975.;Oke, 1982;Bornstein, 1987). This modified UCP also 
results in stronger nighttime warming/daytime cooling with increasing roof fraction. 
Because of the larger heat capacity of rooftop, a larger roof fraction causes a greater time 
lag of the temperature rise after sunrise.
The impact of the urban canopy on the surface radiation budget is treated differently 
from its forest counterpart by assuming that the heat within the building portion of the 
urban canopy is released directly into the air aloft. Therefore, the anthropogenic and 
rooftop heating terms in the roof region are assumed to have no impact on the surface net 
total radiative flux (RNG),
and the surface energy equation,
where TG, HG, LG, and SG are surface temperature, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and 
soil-layer heat flux, respectively.
III. Urban canopy parameters
A major challenge for using an UCP in mesoscale models is to determine appropriate 
input parameters. For this purpose, different resolutions of the USGS land-use datasets 
are used in conjunction with the available urban infrastructure and urban surface 
properties to provide the required input information for the UCP. These land-use data, 
Land Use Land Cover (LULC) and National Land Cover Data (NLCD), have a resolution 
of approximately 200 and 30 m, respectively. The 200-m dataset (LULC) has a total of 
37 land surface categories, including seven urban categories. The 30-m dataset (NLCD) 
has 21 land-use categories in total, but with only three urban categories, covering high-
and low-density residential, industrial, and commercial areas. Therefore, the primary 
urbanization categories are not represented in the high-resolution (30 m) land-use dataset 
Tables 1 and 2 present the subset of the two land-use data bases that include urban areas. 
These values have been derived from satellite imagery for Salt Lake City and should be 
examined and modified accordingly as new data are obtained and more objective 
techniques are developed. For a complete listing of the USGS land-use categories, see the 
tables in Chin et al., (2005)
TABLE 1. Description of land-use categories based on the 200-m resolution of USGS data and 
physical parameters. Note that f_urban is always set to one for a land-use category, but a typical 
mesoscale grid cell will contain several land-use categories, and in general, f_urban will be less than 
1.
USGS LULC f_urban f_roof h_urban (m) q_urban (Wm-2)
Residential 1.0 0.33 10 20
Commercial Service 1.0 0.25 25 25
Industrial 1.0 0.2 15 15
Communication 1.0 0.2 15 15
Industrial-Commercial 1.0 0.25 25 25
Mixed Urban 1.0 0.25 20 20
Other Urban 1.0 0.5 50 50
TABLE 2. Description of land-use categories based on the 30-m resolution of USGS data and 
physical parameters. 
USGS NLCD f_urban f_roof h_urban (m) q_urban (Wm-2)
Low-density residential 1.0 0.33 10 20
High-density residential 1.0 0.33 20 25
Commercial-Industrial 1.0 0.33 20 25
Unlike the urban surface properties, the urban infrastructure properties for a given 
land-use category (e.g., building height and anthropogenic heating) may greatly vary 
from city to city. Urban infrastructure properties shown in are based on the satellite aerial 
photo to estimate the urban and roof fraction information for the Salt Lake Valley. The 
urban canopy height and anthropogenic heating are estimated from actual building height 
and population information. Then, the urban infrastructure properties at the mesoscale 
grid can be derived in the same way as the surface properties via a table conversion 
approach. Further application of these urban infrastructure properties needs proper 
adjustment to fit the actual application for other geographic locations.
The derived urban infrastructure properties are assumed to be time-invariant 
parameters while the urban surface properties have seasonal variation based on a sine 
function from the winter and summer maximum or minimum values. Therefore, this table 
conversion approach provides an initial estimate for a database for the urban properties, 
which can be applied to other geographic locations.
The urban variables are included with other physics options in the coamps.nml namelist. 
The urban variables are described in table 3. See the COAMPS users manual for a full 
description of the namelists. The subroutines that have been modified in the COAMPS 
source code are listed in Table 4, along with a brief description of the function of those 
routines. A complete listing of the coamps.nml namelist is included in an Appendix. 
Table3: The urban namelist variable which should be added to coamps.nml for using the urban 
option.
Variable Default description
lurban .false. Determine whether to perform urban 
calculations.
lusgs .false. Read urban parameters from land-use file if 
true. Otherwise, perform an idealized 
distribution for urban parameters.
lusgs_urban .false. Modify the drag term for buildings.
lusgs_sfc .false. If ground wetness, surface albedo and 
roughness length are not defined, set them to 
the values retrieved from the land-use file.
The COAMPS variables affected directly by reading in variables from the USGS land-
use tables are z0 (roughness length), gwet (ground wetness) and albed (albedo). For 
simulating an idealized urban, set lurban to .true., and lusgs to .false. For an idealized 
distribution of urban parameters, the variables described in Tables 1 and 2 must   be 
defined in subroutine urban, creating the desired urban distribution. 
Table 4. The COAMPS subroutines in which changes to the code have been made described in Table 4.
Subroutine Effect
afore Includes effect on TKE budget
ainit Initializes the dynamic fields in COAMPS
amodel Controls calls to physics modules.
arhsu Calculates the forcing function for the u-momentum equation
arhsv Calculates the forcing function for the v-momentum equation
arhsw Calculates the forcing function for the w-momentum equation
coami Sets up the static parameters, including the urban parameters
coamm Controls the time integration
dfalts Sets up input/output file names and units in those files
memm Allocates memory for urban arrays
sfcenr Computes the surface energy balance, including for urban area
sfcflx Computes surface fluxes, including for urban area.
urban Initializes urban parameters and calls to urban data base
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Appendix
This appendix includes a complete coamps.nml namelist file. The urban parameters are 
bold. For a complete description of the namelist and all of the variables defined, see the 

















npfil  = 'ocards.2000101712',
xsfil  = 'xcards.2000101712',
icase  =     0,
ibdya  =     7,
jbdya  =     7,
kgetbc =     6,
nproj  =     2,
alnnt  =     248.2500,
alpha  =     1.0,
phnt1  =     50.75,
phnt2  =     30.75,
rlat1  =     40.762,
rlong1 =     248.114,
iref   =     31,
jref   =     31,
flat   =     45.0,
delta  =     75.0,
mtaua  =     2,
ktaust =      0, 0, 0,





ii     =    1, 21, 21, 21, 21,
jj     =    1, 21, 21, 21, 21,
delx   =    40500.0,
dely   =    40500.0,
dsigma =    7500.0, 5800.0, 4200.0, 2500.0, 1000.0,
1000.0,  750.0,  750.0,  750.0,  750.0,
750.0,  750.0, 1000.0, 1000.0, 1000.0,
1000.0,  800.0,  800.0,  800.0,  700.0,
600.0,  500.0,  400.0,  300.0,  200.0,
120.0,   70.0,   42.0,   24.0,   14.0,
10.0,    6.0,    4.0,    4.0,    4.0,
pr  =                              50.0,          100.0,  150.0,
200.0,  250.0,  300.0,  400.0,  500.0,  700.0,  800.0,
850.0,  900.0,  925.0,  950.0,  975.0, 1000.0,
climrh =                           0.02,           0.10,   0.15,
0.20,   0.25,   0.30,   0.40,   0.50,   0.60,   0.67,
0.70,   0.70,   0.70,   0.70,   0.70,   0.70,
prbc=              50.0,          100.0,  150.0,
200.0,  250.0,  300.0,  400.0,  500.0,  700.0,  800.0,
850.0,  900.0,  925.0,  950.0,  975.0, 1000.0,
ipsnd  =    1,
iqsnd  =    3,
itsnd  =    1,
iuvsnd  =   2,
tsnd = 293.1, 286.5, 281.6, 277.8, 274.8, 273.2, 271.7, 273.7, 272.9, 
272.2,
271.5, 271.5, 270.3, 268.8, 264.9, 259.6, 253.9, 252.2, 246.7, 
239.4,
230.1, 221.4, 218.8, 219.3, 211.0, 219.1, 225.4, 234.9, 245.4, 
270.9,
257.0, 226.7,
qsnd = 8.220, 6.310, 5.320, 4.330, 4.311, 4.070, 3.760, 3.650, 3.450,
3.140, 3.000, 2.440, 2.280, 1.380, 0.584, 0.360, 0.170, 0.029,
0.034, 0.052, 0.016, 0.008, 0.007, 0.003, 0.002, 0.006, 0.017,
0.026, 0.017, 0.010, 0.005, 0.003,
psnd =1000., 975., 950., 925., 900., 875., 850., 825., 800., 775., 
750.,
725., 700., 650., 600., 550., 500., 450., 400., 350., 300., 
250.,
200., 150., 100.,  50.,  25., 12.5,  6.4,  1.6,  0.4,  0.1,
usnd =270.,    270.,    270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,
270.,    270.,    270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,
270.,    270.,    270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,
270.,    270.,    270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,   270.,
vsnd = 10., 10.,     10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,
10.,     10.,     10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,
10.,     10.,     10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,    10.,
10.,     10.,     10.,    10.,    10.,    10., 10.,    10.,
psfc0  =  100000.0,
tamp   =      5.0,
laper  = f,
lasym  = f,
lvpert =    f,
jcm2fg = 0,
umean  = 0.0,
vmean  = 0.0,
cbar   =     240.0,
cstar  =     60.0,
iadvct =     2,
dif2nd =     0.04,
dif4th =     -0.005,
lspong =    t,
rdtime =    240.0,
nrdamp =     8,
lddamp =     f,
lralee =     f,
robert =     0.2,
ldiff  =     t,
l2way  =     f,
lvgeo  =     f,
digtim =     3.0, 0.0, 0.0,
leta  =    t,
lradnrl =    f,
lalbnrl =    f,
lsmltnrl =   f,
loilib_old = f,
lurban  =    t,
lusgs  =     t,
lusgs_urban = t,
lusgs_sfc =  t,
lcupar =     t,
lcuppr =     f,
lmoist =     t,
lice   =     t,
lcool  =     f,
lrad   =     t,
dtrad  = 1200.,
albsn  =  0.84,
trelax =  24.0,
snowdd = 100.0,
snwpadjf = 1.0,
njump  =     1,
lflux  =     t,
lsfcen =     t,
linit  =     t,
dxmeso = 10000.0,
ilndflg  =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
alndpct  =    1.,
almin    =    0.02,
al0      =    1.0,
ialbflg  =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
albdo    =    0.2,
iz0flg   =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
zrough   =    0.01,
igwtflg  =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
sfcwet   =    0.1,
iseaflg  =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
seatmp   =    285.,
itopoflg =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
ltopoa   =    t,
nftopo   =    1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 
cstline  =    0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
sdmult   =  1.0,
lsilhout =    t,
nsrch   =     8, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1,
iwvlng  =     2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
nslflt  =     0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
topores =    1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,
silwgt  =    0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
silmax  =    0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
lles   =     f,
ltke   =     t,
iahsgm =     1,
iashsm =     5,
iamxgl   =   5, 
sh0    =     0.675,
sm0    =     0.5,
loi    =     f,
loimf  =     f,
lqanl  =     f,
ltanl  =     f,
ltanls =     f,
lpseud =     f,
iloi   =     0,
ivol   =  14,42,125,375,
jvol   =     14,42,125,375,
ibog1  =    11,
jbog1  =    11,
iraob1 =     2,
noiexp =     3,
iupd   =     0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
itauin =     6,
itauf  =     6,
icycle =     6,
lnrhty =     t,
kprnta =    9999,  0,  0,
ifsave =  2
isavefrq =  1,  0,  0,
ksavea =    4,  0,  0,
ldbms  =    f,
ldbmsi =    f,
ldbmso =    f,
lprint =    f,
locard =    f,
lwritu =    t,
idbms  =    1,
ksavdig=    1, 0,  0,
ksavmsp=   -1, 0,  0,
&end
